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In these times of economic uncertainty, many people are looking for ways to generate more income
from their savings.  Whether this is pensioners who suffered from a much lower rate on their annuity
than expected or businessmen looking for ways of generating extra cash for their business to
expand.

High growth investments are one way of creating an income for yourself. High growth investments
see your capital being split amongst a varied range of equities, property and bonds.  From these
high growth investments your capital generates a fixed income which can be paid to you monthly or
quarterly.  The funds which you invest your money into will be carefully chosen to ensure the
dividends continue to grow each year.  At a time of high inflation, this is essential to many living on a
fixed income and helps to minimise the effect high inflation has on your savings.

If your high growth investments perform better than expected and generate a surplus of income over
and above your set income, the surplus will be used to buy more funds, ensuring your high growth
investments continue to grow. 

High growth investments are not for everyone.  They can be risky as they are dependent upon the
market performance of your chosen funds.  Just as your high growth investments may increase,
they may reduce.  Carefully choosing an expert high growth investments Company to manage your
investments is one way of helping to reduce the effect of any slump.  They will carefully observe
your high growth investments and if the funds begin to look uncertain, they will make decision with
the aim of safeguarding your capital and income. 

Pigottsinvestments.co.uk are an experienced investment management company who specialise in
high growth investments.  With years of experience and a personal approach to each and every
client, you can rest assured knowing your income from investments is in good hands. 
Pigottsinvestments.co.uk offer a free initial consultation, so you have nothing to lose and potentially
thousands to gain!
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Julia Roger - About Author:
a High Growth Investments is what our company specialises in so are able to give the best possible
service.  Pigottsinvestments.co.uk also provides a Income From Investments as well â€“ Visit our
website today!
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